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Marigolds were among the flowers on display during a Horticultural Field Day held in August at Penn
State's Southwestern Field Research Laboratory in Westmoreland County. Dr. Richard Craig, center, as
sistant professor of plant breeding, described the flower plots. On hand from Penn State were Kathry'n T.
Anderson and Robert E. Renault, left and right, graduate students in the Department of Horticulture.



TOXICITY OF PARAQUAT-DIQUAT
Contrary to some publicized infor

mation, some herbicides are just as
toxic to humans as the somewhat
overpublicized toxic qualities of in
secticides such as Parathion and a
number of systemic insecticides. A
good case in point are the two herbi
cides Paraquat and Diquat.

While the LD-50 ratings for these
materials would normally be consid
ered only moderately toxic, it has
been found that Paraquat and Diquat
can trigger an irreversible lung deter
ioration. Death can result in a few
days to a few weeks.

Some reports indicate that ingestion
of the chemical is the cause for lung
damage and death. Other reports in
dicate that breathing of vapors can be
just as harmful. Regardless of which
means of poisoning is more harmful,
the evidence indicates that these ma
terials should be used with caution.

If you are using these materials
you should follow the usual precau
tions when handling any pesticide but
in addition you should wear protec
tive clothing including gloves, eye
protectors and respirator to avoid in
haling of fumes and drift. This is
particularly important when applying

Paraquat to large areas such as for
selective control of bentgrass in blue-
grass lawns.

These herbicides have been found
to be a valuable and effective means
of selective control of certain grassy
weeds, particularly on a commercial
basis. Their use should not be dis
carded but you should develop the
appropriate respect for their dangers.
You should always read the label and
comply with all directions and pre
cautions.

From Metro Horticulture, Colorado State
Univ. Ex. ir Ser. August, 1969

There has been several notes in the
trade press on the hazards of using
Paraquat and Diquat. Since we know
florists and nurserymen who have
been using herbicides for years with
out trouble, we feel that this warning
should be clarified. The real hazard is
from the concentrates rather than the
diluted spray materials, and, it is pri
marily from getting the straight stuff
in the eyes or lungs. The damage to
eyes and lungs may be permanent-^-
there is no known antidote, but this is
true of other pesticides as well. Fol
low directions.
From Geiger News, Henry Ridgway, Editor
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CERTIFIED GERANIUMS

Bacterial leaf spot and stem rot is
an extremely serious geranium disease
that causes loss for propagators, grow
ers and homeowners, the Pennsylva
nia Department of Agriculture re
ports.

Surveys conducted for this bacterial
disease in Michigan and Pennsylvania v
indicated 26 percent and 13 percent
respectively of the plants sampled
were infected.

Through research, the Pennsylva
nia State University developed speci
fic techniques to eliminate this and
other disease problems. The Depart
ment's Bureau of Plant Industry adop
ted and employed the results of this
research in a geranium certification
program. By eliminating bacterial leaf
spot and stem rot and other diseases,
propagators and growers are able to
obtain maximum growth in minimal
time. The final result of the program
is the highest quality of geraniums
available in Pennsylvania—a certified
geranium. A blue Pennsylvania certi
fied plant stock sticker is the grower's
best assurance the geraniums are of
premium quality and disease free

Presently, Pennsylvania certified
geraniums are produced by only one
grower in the state. Any propagators
interested in the program should con
tact the Pennsylvania Department of
Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry,
2301 N. Cameron St., Harrisburg, Pa.N
17120.



LIGHTING CARNATIONS

Basic Facts

On the Photoperiodic
Response of Carnations

Dr. J. W Mastalerz
Penn State University

Although originally long-day plants,
carnations have been bred and select

ed to flower at all seasons of the year
so that most of the response to photo-
period has been eliminated from con
temporary cultivars. As a result, car
nations have been considered to be
relatively insensitive to photoperiod.
Nevertheless, Laurie and Poesch in
1932, Withrow and Richman in 1933,
and Arthur and Harvill in 1940 dem
onstrated that carnation flowering is
influenced by photoperiod. In 1955,
Blake classified carnations as quanti
tative (long-days promote flower ini
tiation, but are not essential) long-
day plants with respect to flower initi
ation. Over the past two decades,
many other researchers have con
firmed this observation.

If the number of leaf pairs formed
below the flower bud is used as the
criterion for measuring earliness of
flowering, long photoperiods promote
flower initiation and short photo-
periods delay it (Blake, 1955). A de
crease in the number of leaf pairs oc
curs as the daylength is increased to
24 hours. When light intensity for
photosynthesis is high, photoperiods
of 18 and 24 hours have a comparable
effect on initiation (no difference in
number of leaf pairs); at low light
levels, however, initiation occurs ear
lier with a 24-hour than an 18-hour
photoperiod (Harris and Ashford,
1966). Long photoperiods also accele
rate the early stages of bud develop
ment (initiation to bud emergence
from the leaves). The more advanced
stages of bud development (bud
emergence to anthesis) are influenced
primarily by temperature (Blake and

(continued on page 2)

Regulating Carnation
Production with Lights
Under Colorado Conditions

Gordon Koon

Presented at 1968 Pennsylvania
Florist Convention

Background Information
Garner and Allard first reported

the response of plants to the length
of day in 1920. They referred to this
response as "photoperiodism." Until
1955, the carnation was considered
to be indifferent to length of day for
flower bud formation. Research re

ports then began to note the elonga
tion of internodes on carnation plants
which grew under long days in con
trast to plants grown under short
days. Short days were also found to
produce more nodes than long days.
This was followed by the discovery
that long days hastened flower bud
initiation and short days delayed the
process. Finally, it was discovered
that plants from mother block plants
grown under a short-day treatment
yielded more flowers per square foot
than similar plants grown under long
days. Short-day treatment of the
mother block increased the number

of nodes on the cuttings.

Quality of Light
Quality of light refers to the color,

which varies with wave length. Plant
growth (photosynthesis) is most af
fected by the red and blue1 bands.
Day length response (photoperiodism)
is most affected by the red and far red
wave lengths.

Effects of Lighting Carnations
Research indicates that overlighting

results in reduced petalage, inhibits
the development of laterals (side
breaks), and increases internode
stretch. Higher artificial light inten
sities intensify these effects. More
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light during the day in conjunction
with the use of carbon dioxide re
duces over-lighting effects. Perhaps
this is why we did not get the re
duced petalage or weak stems al
though we did find lateral growth in
hibited and internodes stretched.

Carnations respond to very low ar
tificial light intensities. Seven to ten
foot-candles are more than adequate
for bud initiation, and as low as two
to three foot-candles appear to be
sufficient.

Lighting is more effective at warm
er temperatures. A night temperature
of 52-54 would give better response
than 48-50.

Lighting Equipment
7/wandescent Lamps
Results may be obtained with the

same equipment used by mum grow
ers for years. Regular incandescent
bulbs, pin sockets and #12 line wire
operating on 110-V or 220-V have
been used successfully. Better instal
lations have been piped in and bulbs
are mounted in porcelain sockets.
Frosted bulbs are satisfactory and
usually cost less (around 17^ for 100
watt) since they are more in demand.
On 110-V, a 100 watt lamp requires
1 amp power.

A better recommendation at this
time appears to be the General Elec
tric PS-30 reflectorized 150 watt in
candescent which provides a wide
flood distribution of light. The PS30/1
operates on 120 volt power. It must
be protected from water drip. The

(continued on page 5)



Spencer, 1962) (Harris and Ashford,
1966) (AbouDahab, 1967).

Fewer leaf pairs are formed when
light intensity for photosynthesis is
high. This effect of light intensity on
initiation is distinct from the response
to photoperiod. High light intensity
has the same effect as a long photo
period on flower initiation and early
bud development. In contrast low
light levels during the winter months
delay initiation and increase leaf num
ber at all photoperiods. (Harris and
Harris, 1962) (Abou Dahab, 1967).

Flower initiation occurs earlier in

the growth of an individual shoot as
temperatures are decreased to 40-
50°F. This response to temperature is
not absolute, however, flowers are
initiated over a wide range of tem
peratures. (Harris and Harris, 1962)
(Blake and Spencer, 1962). Initiation
is most rapid (lowest number of leaf
pairs) if plants are subjected to 40°F
for three weeks. This low temperature
treatment is not effective, however,
unless shoots have a minimum of six

leaf pairs. Photoperiod during the low
temperature treatment does not in
fluence the response. Three weeks at
40° F are equivalent to three weeks of
long-days for promoting early flower
initiation. The two factors are not ad

ditive (Abou Dahab, 1967).

Once the moment of flower initia

tion occurs, i.e. a change in the apical
meristem from a vegetative to a re
productive condition, development of
the flower from the appearance of
microscopic primordia to anthesis is
most rapid with a high day tempera
ture (75°F) and a low night tempera
ture (53°F). When day and night-
temperatu res are the same, bud
growth proceeds most rapidly at a
high temperature (75°F); with a par
ticular day temperature, low night
temperatures (53°F) promote bud
growth; with a particular night tem
perature, high day temperatures (75°
F) promote bud growth.

Shoots are most sensitive to photo
period when they have 5 to 7 visible
leaf pairs. Plants subjected to long
photoperiods during the period when
the 4th to the 10th leaf pairs are de

veloping, initiate flowers at the same
time as plants receiving long-days
continuously from the 4th leaf pair
stage to anthesis (Harris and Bard-
beer, 1966). Four to six weeks of
lighting when shoots are photosensi
tive will promote flower initiation
without the reduction in flower qual
ity that results from continuous long
photoperiods (Ilolley and Rudolph,
1969).

The photoperiodic response of car
nations is typical of quantitative long-
day plants. A 2 to 4 hour interruption
of the dark period is comparable to
adding 8 or 10 hours of light at the
end or the beginning of the day to
produce 16-18 hour photoperiods.
Dusk to dawn lighting (24-hour pho
toperiod) at intensities ranging from
2 to 20 foot candles causes initiation

at the lowest-leaf pair (Cox, 1967)
(Cathey, 1968). The minimum inten
sity for producing a long photoperiod
for carnations is not known—10 to 20

foot candles is sufficient for interrupt
ing the dark period. To obtain the
maximum response from extended
photoperiods, both red and far-red
wavelengths are required (Vince, et
«/., 1964).

The internode elongation that oc
curs with long photoperiods may re
sult in poor cut flower quality, espe
cially when plants are lighted
throughout the crop's growth cycle.
The problem is accentuated if the
flowers develop during periods of
relatively low light intensity. Quality
can be improved with carbon dioxide
enrichment and careful regulation of
temperatures (Cox, 1967) (Novo-
vesky, 1967). The most effective

method for preventing the reduction
in quality that results from extending
the daylength is to light plants for
only 4 to 6 weeks after shoots reach "^
the 4 to 7 leaf pair stage of growth.
Long photoperiods also inhibit lateral
shoot development (Freeman and
Langhans, 1965) (Abou Dahab,
1967). On young plants, shoot inhibi
tion may be advantageous if a single
flush of flowers is desireable; it would
be detrimental if the objective is con
tinuous cropping (Ilolley and Ru
dolph, 1969).

Long photoperiods do not increase
the yield of carnations; they do
change the cropping cycle or the rate
at which shoots initiate and develop
flowers. Development of the first crop
from young plants is hastened, but
the second crop from young plants
may be delayed for a considerable
period because the long photoperiods
inhibit lateral shoot development from
which the second crop is produced.
This response suggests that plants re
ceiving long photoperiods can be
grown to produce one crop of flowers
and then discarded (Cox, 1967)
(Langhans, 1968). Extending the day-
length is especially effective for
changing the cropping cycle of older
plants—by accelerating flower de
velopment, the flowers that normally-
mature in June can be harvested in
April and early May (Cox, 1967)
(Novovesky, 1967) (Ilolley and Ru
dolph, 1969). The response of differ
ent eultivars to long photoperiods
suggests that carnations may eventu
ally be classified into response groups
(Freeman and Bing, 1969).

"GERMAN'S SEEDS GERMINATE"
When you want your seeds in a hurry
Call German's and you will never worry

— All Orders Shipped Return Mail —

The VERY BEST in Flower and Vegetable Seeds

H. G. GERMAN, SEEDS
103 BANK STREET SMETHPORT, PA. - 16749

When you want the best
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LIGHTING CARNATIONS IN COLORADO-

(continued, from page 1)

since we will probably only be light
ing 4-8 weeks a year.) Lamps opera
ting on 230-V require only half the
amps of a 120-V lamp thereby reduc
ing your power and wire size require
ment out in the greenhouse.

Recommended Spacing of Lamps
100 watt— 8 feet apart to light 2

or 3 beds

150 watt—12 feet apart to light 3
or 4 beds

Lamps should be hung 4-6 feet
above the shoots being lighted. How
ever, this does not appear to be criti
cal. Greenhouse construction and
height of the first and second year
crops will cause some compromise.

Power Cost

Public Service Company power
charges are based on consumption in
KWH (one KWH equals a thousand
watts burning for 1 hour) and peak
demand over a set period of time (15,
30 minutes, etc.—depends on meter).

Since lights will be on at the time
other power requirements are low
(fans, pumps, etc.), the demand
should not increase. Therefore, light
ing costs should be less than other
power costs.

PS30/2 lamp operates on 230-250
volts and should not need protection
from drip due to a cooler operating
temperature. Lamp life for both
lamps is given at 1,000 hours.

For safety and convenience, it is
recommended that wiring be piped in
and porcelain sockets be used, partic
ularly with 220-V. Larger wattage
lamps are not recommended due to
heat and difficulty of obtaining uni
form light distribution.

Three-phase fan circuits may be
used for 220-V power to reduce wir
ing costs. Time clocks may be install
ed to trip relays providing power to
the lights thru a breaker box. No. 12
wire will usually do the job. Consult
your electrician.

Fluorescent Lamps
Flourescent lamps offer the advan

tages of higher light efficiency (3]/.
more lumens per watt), cool lamp
temperature and longer life (12,000
hours compared to 1,000 hours). The
big disadvantages are the higher cost
of installation and shade from the

fixtures.

Daylight or cool white lamps are
used for growing plants indoors.
However, fluorescent lamps are rich
in blue light, so it is recommended
that they be combined with 10% in
candescent lamps which are rich in
red light. The Sylvania-Gro-Lux wide
spectrum flourescent lamp has been
developed to provide a balance of
light desirable for plant growth and
bud initiation. IBG offers the 8-foot

lamps at $6.29 each (6 per package)
and the outrigger fixture holding two
lamps for $38.10 each.

Arc and Mercury Lamps
Arc and mercury lamps offer high

efficiency and long life similar to
fluorescent lamps. Tests were run with
250 and 400 watt arc and mercury
lamps. The high output from these
ligths and high cost per fixture would
require a higher mounting than avail
able in the greenhouse. One 400 watt
are-light fixture was mounted at the
end of a 300-foot greenhouse and
lighted to the far end. However, plant
growth shaded shoots from the light.

The quality of light from these
lamps is not particularly desirable for
bud initiation. This phase of lighting
needs further researching for our pur
poses due to the efficiency of lighting
and simplicity of installation in the
peak of greenhouses. Perhaps we can
find a smaller wattage fixture with the
proper quality of light.

Other Information
The average greenhouse power in

stallation operates on what is referred
to as a "Delta Bank" or "Delta Loop."
Where a great deal of lighting is done
and few motors are used, the "Y-
Bank" or "Y-Loop" is more efficient
since the third leg is conducting
power. However, there is a loss of
motor efficiency with a Y-Loop sys
tem. Only one loop is allowed per
property. I am staying with the Delta
Loop. Consult your electrician on this
problem.

The use of 230-250 volt incandes
cent lamps using fan circuits seems
most economical. (The power cost
factor does not seem as important

Demand Consumption Cost Cost Per

Meter Read KW KWH (inc. tax) KWH

Feb. 19 36.80 18,200 $350.55 1.9<
Apr. 17 94.00 18,200 456.45 2.5<'

Development of
Commercial Lighting

Reports concerning the effects of
lighting carnations coming out of the
eastern U.S. during the past 10 years
have been discouraging. The princi
pal result appeared to be weak stems.
Lighting was on a 4- or 5-hour-per-
night basis.

My interest was stimulated by an
English report (Sparkes technical re
port on work carried out at Sussex
Nurseries 1964-66). Work dealt large
ly with "dusk-to-dawn" (D-D) light
ing using incandescent lamps. They
tried various intensities and durations

including cyclic lighting. Results var
ied directly with duration of lighting.
There was little difference with 150
watt bulbs spaced from 4 to 16 feet
apart. Four weeks of D-D lighting
gave adequate results. The use of
lighting for controlled timing of one-

crop plantings, controlled flushing of
various age crops, and clearing a crop
for replanting were all discussed.

A carnation shoot having 5 to 7
pairs of leaves will generally set bud
and flower in the summer, but with
short days and low light intensities it
may continue to grow vegetatively.
This helps explain the rapid increase
in production in the spring and sum
mer. A shoot in the 5 to 7 pairs of
leaves stage will initiate buds with as
little as a week of artificial light D-D
under ideal daylight conditions.
Results of Tests at Gordon's
Greenhouses, October 1967
to September 1968

Equipment
Old mum lighting equipment was

used with 100 watt clear and frosted

130-V incandescent bulbs (170) at 7-
foot spacing. Pin sockets (250) with
aluminum pie tin reflectors (60) were



mounted on #12 wire. Lines were
plugged into emergency heater cir
cuits and controlled by portable time
clocks.

Duration of Light D-D
1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks

Effect of Lighting in October
Elliott Red planted June 21, 1967,

given pinch-and-half. Lights on Dusk
to Dawn starting October 6

Treatment
No lights
Lighted 4 weeks

Shoots not 2nd pinched
Nov. 10-30
Nov. 10-30

Response (bud set)
a little
some

good
maximum

Shoots given 2nd pinch
Mar. 15 - Apr. 15
Jan. 7 - Feb. 7

Note: Lighted shoots flowering in January had no laterals and were of average quality.
Return crop from flowers cut blind Jan.-Feb. was June-July. Total production to end of June
similar for lighted and non-lighted. Lighting at this time of year questionable procedure.

Lighting 2 weeks on, 2 weeks off,
Dusk to Dawn

To conserve power or get by with
fewer circuits, lighting may be used
on a 2 weeks on, 2 weeks off, dusk to
dawn, program. This results in more
of a spread in production and less re
duction between crops. Three weeks
on, 3 weeks off could also be used and
might even be better. The first 2 or 3
weeks of lights initiate buds on shoots
that are ready (5-7 pairs of leaves).
During the 2 or 3 weeks' lights-off
period, the smaller shoots have a
chance to grow so that they are re
ceptive during the next 2 or 3 weeks
of lights on.

General Results of Lighting
in Colorado

Crop moved up 2-2% months
Lateral growth inhibited. Disbud

ding reduced—fewer suckers.
Internodes longer—stems 6-8 inches
longer.

Stems stronger during peak of crop
due to reduction of competition of
lateral growth. Flowers larger and
fuller during peak of crop.

Increasing wattage (replace 100
watt lamps with 150watt or 200 watt)
no advantage.

Effect of lighting is in direct pro
portion to hours of light. Dusk to
dawn (D-D) lighted crop hits harder
and off faster. Cut almost stops until
blind cuts come back.

Four hours of light any time of
night give similar effect—8 p.m.-12 a.
10 p.m.-2 a.m., 12 a.m.-4 a.m., etc.

Recommendations

For plants being dumped for re
planting, use dusk to dawn lighting

for maximum bud initiation.

For plants to be carried over, 2 or
3 weeks on, 2 or 3 weeks off D-D or
4 hours of light for 4 to 8 weeks will
maintain some production with im
proved summer quality due to re
duced crop load. Djsk to dawn light
ing will put plants out of production
for 2-3 months.

To have crop off by Mother's Day,
start lights by January 1. This will re
sult in a peak cut around April 15.
Starting lights January 15 will pro
duce a higher Mother's Day peak,
but some of the production will carry
into late May. Keep lights on until the
end of February.

Lighting to Affect Photosynthesis
The photoperiodic response (bud

initiation) of carnations requires less
than 1 watt per square foot of ground
area. It is thought to require about
20 watts per square foot to influence
photosynthesis (growth) for high light
requirement plants.

Reports from work done in the
Corazzini greenhoues in Lexington,
Mass. indicate a possible response
from the use of the Sylvania Gro-Lux
wide spectrum lamp at 5 watts per
square foot. When lights were turned
on at night, C02 dropped 100 ppm
and picked back up when lights were
turned off. This would indicate plant
growth resulted from the lights. Nu
trient levels were also reported to
have dropped lower where plants
were being lighted. They found that
lighting from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m. gave
best results.

The cost of installing this equip
ment was very high, and power cost
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was 100 per square foot of bench
area for a 5-month period of lighting
5 hours a night with a power cost of \
4.50 per KWH. ^0

Before installing equipment to in
crease growth, it is necessary to de
termine the amount of response com
pared to cost. Part of the increased
production was undoubtedly due to
the effect of lighting upon photo
period which can be accomplished for
much less cost.

Perhaps it would be wise to install
the fluorescent fixtures with Gro-Lux
lamps for bud initiation allowing for
future additions should the growth
factor prove practical.

Single (One) Cropping
The need for close timing or longer

stems may make it profitable to grow
a fast close-planted (5-6 plants per
sq. ft.) crop using lights to save time
and help clear the crop faster. Color
control for holidays can also be ac
complished. Pink and white could be
timed for Easter. Red planted in July
could be flowered for Christmas.
Shoots from Christmas blind cuts

could be lighted and brought back for
May. This will be particularly useful x
on markets paying a premium for \gjjr
colors in demand at holidays.
Conclusions

Lighting carnations in Colorado to
affect photoperiod (set buds) will
prove to be economically feasible. A
minimum requirement (Y2 watt per
sq. ft ground area) piped-in installa
tion with porcelain fixtures should
cost 5-100 per sq. ft. of bench area,
depending on greenhouse conditions.
Power cost should be in the vicinity
of 10 per sq. ft. of bench area for 4
weeks of all-night lighting with in
candescent lamps.

Better timing; cutting of flowers
that would otherwise be dumped;
longer, stronger stems with larger,
fuller flowers; and reduction of sum
mer production with an increase of
September flowers should make light
ing another profitable tool for the
Colorado Carnation grower.

On the other hand, lighting to af
fect photosynthesis (growth)* needs
further research. An installation pro
viding 5 watts per sq. ft. ground area
cost over 400 per sq. ft. of bench area
in Massachusetts. Power costs was

400 per night for 516 sq. ft. of bench



area lighted 5 hours.
Each grower can make his own de

cision regarding equipment and
schedules to follow based on informa

tion in this report.

Additional Lighting Information
Several growers who have had their

lights on for two or three weeks have
become worried by the off-color,
stretched, new growth on their plants.

RESULTS OF LIGHTING TREATMENTS 1967-68

Lights On Lights Off Hours Peak Crop Remarks

Oct. 6 Nov. 6 D-D Jan. 21 Use only for one crop or to clear
bench. Return June-July"

Nov. 7 Jan. 31 10-2 Mar. 1 Crop off by end of Apr. — Re
turn July

Dec. 1°° Jan. 31 D-D Apr. 1 Crop off by mid-May — Return
July-Aug.

Jan. 1 Feb. 29 D-D Apr. 15 Crop off by end of May — Re
turn Aug.

Dec. 20 Tan. 2 D-D Apr. 1 Crop off May — Some crops all
Jan. 17 Feb. 2 time

Tan. 3 Jan. 16 D-D Apr. 15 Crop off May — Return Aug.-
Feb. 2 Feb. 16 Sept.
Feb. 1 Feb. 29 D-D May 10 Start to cut Apr. 15 — Heavy

May cut — Return Aug.-Sept.
lune 8 July 8 D-D Sept. 1

Tune 23 lulv 23 D-D Sept. 15 Good response even in summer
July 1 Aug. 1 D-D Sept. 20 months with long days
July 14 Aug. 14 D-D Oct. 1

° Return crops estimate based on undergrowth at time )f replanting.
00 4 hours (8-12, 10 -2, 1 2-4) similar except less effect anc cut spread more.

Start Lights Time to Peak of Crop Peak Crop
Nov. & Dec. 4 month s Mar. & Apr.
Oct. & Jan. 2>Y< months Jan. & Apr.
Aug. & Sept•) (Nov. & Dec.
Feb. & Mar. ) (May & June
Apr. - July 2% months July - Oct.

Start Light..• Peak Crop Start Ligt its Peak Crop
January April - May July Sept. - Oct.
February May August November

March 1une Septem ber December
April Tune - July October Jan. - Feb.
May July - August Novmber March
June Aug. - Sept. Decern >er April

For The
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Grower

Complete Catalogs on Request
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Chemical Fumigation
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RAYMOND A. FLECK, INC.
1139 Street Road Southampton, Pa. 18966

Phone: ELmwood 7-9200 — Area Code 215

This is the normal reaction. As the
small shoots initiate buds, they elon
gate rapidly. Then, when lights are
turned off and buds clear, color re
turns and stems strengthen. Plants-
will require one or two more layers
of support wires than they would
have if they hadn't been lighted. You
will note that lateral growth (side
break and suckers) is inhibited. Dis
budding and grading labor will be
reduced.

If, after four weeks of lighting, most
shoots are 5-6 inches or longer and
appear to be elongating, there is no
need to light any longer. However, if
there are still quite a few shoots with
fewer than 5-7 pairs of leaves, then
continue lighting until these shoots
grow enough to initiate buds.

There is evidence that lighting after
the buds are set slows development
of the shoots. Therefore, do not light
longer than necessary. There is also
evidence that an 18-hour photoperiod
(total daylight and artificial light
period) provides maximum efficiency.
The extra six hours of light gives a
slightly quicker effect, but may not be
worth the power cost. However, we
need to run comparisons of 18-hour
versus 24-hour photoperiods to de
termine the results under our grow
ing conditions. I would suggest stay
ing with dusk to dawn lighting on
plants to be dumped. Less light could
be tried on carryover plants. There
is much yet to be learned.

Remember, for plants being carried
over, timing of the return crop is de
termined by the date lights are turned
off. You could light four weeks start
ing in earlyJanuary and if most shoots
seem to be initiated turn lights off
until March and then light another
three or four weeks. This would move
some July - early August production
into June and delay the return into
late August and September.

The recommended G.E. PS 30 bulbs
throw their light down on an angle.
Bulbs eight feet high light above five
feet high, ten feet to one side or the
other. Be sure to get bulbs high
enough to light the young shoots. For
plants that are too tall, you might
have to use regular 150 or 200 watt
bulbs.

Start lights by January 15th if you
intend to cut good for Mother's Day.
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pot or similar container in November
and this again would put in a whole
new set of factors which would have
to be analyzed. >^

This is the second year we have
tried lighting both, VHO fluorescent
and just plain incandescent.

The lighting we have done has been
strictly on a Christmas-Mother's Day-
rotation basis rather than on a year
round basis.

The first lighting was put over a
pink for Mother's Day planting, plant
ed on December 28 and pinched Jan
uary 25. The lights were turned on
immediately for four hours each night
10-2, and kept on until February 17,
when the experiment ran into diffi
culty. That was the year the plastic
houses blew down and we put our
Easter lilies in the same area. We had
to push the lilies and with night tem
peratures of 65-70 we had no difficulty
in bringing the carnation crop in for
Mother's Day. In fact, the crop was
cut off by then, but the quality was
somewhat less than fancy. Would you
believe that the flower touched the
stem where it was cut?

Being stubborn Dutchmen, we were
undaunted by this fiasco, and planted
red gayety for Christmas on July 24.
The same day we planted some others
in an unlighted area. We lighted the
same time for the period up until the
buds showed.

We started to cut on November 24
with the heaviest cut during the De
cember 10-25 period. On December
26, we cut very tightly in order to
plant pink immediately. This gave us
an average of 14.3 flowers per square
foot for the period. Those that were
planted the same time and were un
lighted bloomed for Valentines Day.

We then planted Chalfont Sim on
December 26, pinched them on Jan
uary 20 and lighted them for six hours
a night 9-3 for six weeks starting from
pinch. Everybody said we couldn't do
it and we didn't but the results were
most interesting. We cut the first flow
ers on May 10 the Friday before
Mother's Day. We had a total cut ol
21.1 flowers per square foot with 17.5

of them cut in three weeks, with most
of them fancy grade.

We found that there was no ap
preciable difference between fluores
cent and incandescent lighting on the
bed over which the lights were hung,
but we did notice that the fluorescent

light did have overflow onto the next
bed which the incandescent did not.

One side benefit that we did not

anticipate was the lack of side breaks
due to the long day, which meant
that disbudding was kept to a mini
mum. In conclusion, I feel that light
ing definitely has its place in a one
crop production cycle, but at the pres
ent time I must admit defeat on a

Christmas-Mother's Day cycle, unless
one would want to plant into a jiffy
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SOLUBLE FERTILIZERS
Kapco high-potency Floratone
Green Fertilizers feed and water
at the same time. And Kapco
Soluble mixed with water is easy-
to-apply. Practical packaging,
too! Easy to carry cartons with
polyethylene inner bags are
damp-proof and handy for stor
ing. The time-proven favorite of
thousands of growers!
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